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Compensated CMOS delay cells over process, voltage 
and temperature variations 
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Abstract - One of the challenges in digital systems is the 
distribution of the generated on-chip clock with a small 
uncertainty. In this papcr a high performance 
compensated delay cell concept it is presented. It is 
based on a current reference, which is almost insensitive 
to PVT (process, voltage and temperature) variations. 
Lsing this current reference the delay value of the 
compensated delay cell it is nearly constant over 
temperature range (-55C to 125C) and voltage range 
(1.62V to 1.98V). Post layout simulation results shows a 
ratio for the value of the delay between best case corner 
and worst case corner smaller than 
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1. INTRODLCTION 

Static CMOS inverters are traditionally used for 
clock buffering due to their simplicity and drive 
capability with low power consumption. However, 
CMOS inverters have poor supply-induced delay 
sensitivity of approximately 1% - delay / 1% - VDD. 
With long chains, this poor suppiy-noise rejection of 
the inverter could result in significant jitter [l]-[7]. 

The functionality of this device is quite simple 
and can be easily understood with the aid of the 
simple switching model of the MOS transistor. This 
"switching model" consider the transistor as a switch 
with an infinite off-resistance (for |Vgs| < |VthI) and a 
finite on-resistance (for |Vgs|>|Vth|). The dynamic 
response of the inverter is dominated mainly by the 
output capacitance of the gate, Cl, which is compose 
of the drain diffusion capacitance of the NMOS and 
PMOS transistors, the capacitance of connecting 
wires, and the load capacitance (the input capacitance 
of the fan-out gates). In order to explain the inverter 
dynamic behavior we will make use for the transistor 
switching model. The gate response time is 

determined by the time ncedcd the capacitor to 
charge through the resistor Rp or Rn. In fact we have 
a RC network and the propagation delay of such a 
network is proporţional to it's time constant RCl-
Hence, to have a fast inverter we should keep the 
output capacitance small or to decrease the on-
resistance of the transistors. The second conditions is 
achieve by increasing the W/L ratio of the device. The 
on-resistance of the NMOS and PMOS transistor is 
not constant, but is a nonlinear function of the voltage 
across the transistor. 

A method to compute the propagation delay of 
the inverter is to integrate the capacitor (dis)charge 
current. 

C , ( v ) 
/ ( V ) 

with i the (dis)charging current, v the voltage over the 
capacitor, and v, si vt the iniţial and final voltage. The 
voltage dependencies of the on resistance and the load 
capacitor are addressed by replacing both by a 
constant linear element with a value averaged over the 
interval of interest. An expression for the average on-
resistance of the MOS transistor is 

-dt (1) 
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with / -ic—((V -V (3) ' aSAI - DD * J DSAT 2 ^ 

Now, we make appeal to RC network response to 
a voltage step input that is proporţional to the time-
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constant of the nctwork. formed by puling-down 
rcsistor and thc chargc capacitor. Hence, 

tpHL= ln(2)R,^Ct = 0.69R«pCi (4) 

Similarly, we can obtain the propagation delay 
for the low to high transition 

tpLH = ln(2)R^CL = 0.69R«^Ci (5) 

II PROPAGATION DELAY BASED ON THE 
DESIGNING PERSPECTIVE 

\ 

1 y " ^ " 

Fig 1 Ron for CMOS inverter 

For Vdd » ViH + Vdsat/2 the resistance 
becomes virtually independent of thc supply voltage. 
This is conflrmed by the Fig.l which plots the 
simulated equivalent resistance as a ftinction of the 
supply voltage Vdd- Oniy a minor improvement in a 
resistance due to thc channel - length modulation can 
be observed when raising the supply voltage. Once 
the supply voltage approaches Vj, a dramatic increase 
in resistance can be observed. 

In order to see the variation of the delay with R^ 
and Cl we should obtain an explicit expression of the 
delay w îth these parameters. In this equation we will 
consider that the channel-length modulation 
parameter l is negligible. 

4 In 
=a52- - (6) 

In the majority of designs, the supply voltage is 
chosen high enough so that V^d » V-^n 
In this conditions, the delay became virtually 
independent of the supply voltage. 

C j 
' - (7) tpHL ^ 0 . 5 2 -

The load capacitance of the inverter is formed by 
two components - the intrinsic capacitance (C.m) and 
the extrinsic capacitance (Ccxt). The intrinsic 
capacitance is thc sum of all diffiision capacitances of 
the NMOS and PMOS transistors and the gate-drain 

overlap capacitances (Miller capacitances). The Ccxt is 
the given by the fanout and wiring capacitance. 

t ,= 0.69Re,(C.„. + C^) = 0.69 R^QJHC^r/C^) (8) 

The equation above is truc for a minimum sized 
inverter. Taking into account the sizing factor S for a 
gate formed with transistors S time larger than the 
minimum sized gate we obtain 

r c ( 9 ) 

^^iref ^tref 

C.ni - difTusion and Miller capacitances are both 
proporţional with the with of the transistor (Cint = 
SC.rcf) : Rcq - the resistance of the gate relates to the 
reference gate as Rrcf/S, [8], [9]. 

The conclusion that we can draw is that the 
intrinsic delay of the inverter tpo is independent of the 
sizing of the gate and is purely determined by 
technology parmeters and inverter layout. 

III THE COMPENSATED DELAY CELL OVER 
PVT 

A.The classical delay cell based on RC network 

In the following section will be discussed an 
uncompensated delay cell based on a RC topology 
(Fig.2). 

vcc 

o 
Fig. 2 The RC delay cell schematic 

The criteria of estimating the variation of 
propagation was the best case - worst case report 
delays and that means that the variation best case with 
respect to worst case is wished in most of the 
applications: 

^pfVC 

t 
= 1 . 5 ( 1 0 ) 

pBC 

This delay cell was built in CMOS 0.18|im single 
N-well salicide process. The resitor is poly without 
salicide in p implant, bassically it is the most precis^ 
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resistor in this techonology. The capacitor was built 
bascd on NMOS and PMOS transitors. The results arc 
shown in Table 1 using post layout simulation results 
with best accuracy - rcc exctracts (resistor and cross 
coupled capacitors). 

The variation of the propagation delay value is 
around 1.7 (thc ratio between best case corner and 
worst case corner). This result is explained mainly by 
the variation of the resistor value and also it is duc to 
the technolog}' parameters (variation of gate threshold 
level with process and temperature, variation of 
charging and discharging transient curents for the 
MOS capacitors). 

This kind of delay cells is used for the 
applications were thc performanccs of delay over 
PVT are not having much influence over the global 
performances of application. 

Corner CK«d(Ff) Corner 
5 

p V T tî t i r 
(V) (°C) (ps) . (ps) 

I.Sns p+ Poly delay cell 
TT 1.8 25 typ 1832 1907 
FF 1.98 •55 low 1595 1543 
SS 1.62 125 high 2543 2618 
SF 1.98 125 high 1789 2302 
FS 1.98 125 high 2055 2020 
SF 1.62 125 high 1918 2321 
FS 1.62 125 high 2157 2069 
SF 1.98 -55 low 1533 1618 
FS 1.98 -55 low 1671 1501 

SF 1.62 low 1666 1639 

FS 1.62 -55 low 1813 1562 

Wc/Bc(tt) 1.6 -

Wc/Bc{t4) - 1.7 
Table. 1 Post layout results for the RC delay cell 

R(n) 
Type Low typ high 

(T=-55°C) (T=25X) (T=125X) 
P+poly 5010 6320 7890 

Table 2 

B. Compensated delay cell line over PVT using a 
bandgap current 

The proposed idea in this paper represents a 
better solution for delay propagation over PVT. This 
solution has a simple concept but it is difTicult to 
implement. 

The basic idea is to use a nearly constant current 
over process voltage and temperature which supplies 
a chain of invertes. The global schematic for 1.6ns 
delay cell is shown in Fig.3. 

According to the schematic there are two 
transistors (Ml and M2) that plays the role of the 
current sources which must be matched with the same 
value of current that is coming from current bandgap 
block. 

Fig 3 Compensated delay cell network schcmatic 

As we want to keep the inverter characteristic as 
symetric as possible (same tpHL ans tpLH), those Uvo 
degenerating transistors (current sources) are used 
(one PMOS on the Vqd power suppiy to control the 
Tplh, and one NMOS to the ground path in order to 
control the tpHL delay). 

Fig4. The schematic of the current bandgap 
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The bajidgap bia-sing circuit iiself (Fig.4) consists 
ot three leedback loops I he llrst and sccond loop are 
posiiivc fccdback loops with appropriaiel> small 
gains, while fhe rhiid loop is a negative feedback 
loops wiih signincantl) large gain The firsl feedback 
loop consisis of iransisiors j \1 l - \ i7 , which are 
responsible tor generaring the wide-swing, cascode 
biasing lor tiajisistors M l 7 and M l 8 . The second loop 
(M8-M16) is the s ian-up circuit. Il cnsures liie biasing 
cell does noi remain in the stail-up state where no DC 
cuirent t lows throughout ihe entire bandgap circuit. 
The ihird loop consisis of transistors M19. M20 and 
Q3. and is the negative feedback loop ihat 
responsible for generating the bandgap current This 
negative feedback loop has a signiticantiv large gain 
that is found ai the drain of M l 8 , which is the onI> 
high impedance node in the circuit. 

Post layout siniulation results show a low 
variation of generaied current from bandgap. 
Actualiy, for extreme corners which i\re FF (fast 
P M O S fast N M O S ) V C C + 1 0 % - 3.t)V and SS 
(slow PMOS slow N M O S ) 125^0, VCC - 10% = 
2.97V the variation of current is less than 4® o. But the 
main drawback is the variation of current in ihe other 
comers like FS (fast P M O S and slou N M O S ) and 
SF, which is revealed in ihe Table 3 in the delay \ a lue 
results. 

Fig.5 Output current of the bandgap used in delay cell 
conier FF (fast NMOS l ^ t PMOS) VCC-3.6 

1 
Corner 

! C^,, f̂F) 1 
Corner 

5 

p ! Vao i T 
1 (V) 1 ( X ) (ns) 

a 
(ns) 

1.6ns delay cell 

TT 1.8 J 25 1 5234 1 40518 
FF 1.98 -55 i 1.35 1.60231 

SS 1.62 125 1.68315 1.67341 

SF 1.98 1 125 1 36463 1.33606 
FS 1.98 125 1 3991 1 717872 

SF 1.62 125 1 3757 , 1.40848 

FS 1.62 125 1.52.64 1 60654 

SF 1.98 -55 1 1 48624 1.6123 

FS 1.98 -55 1.61004 1.870846 

SF 1.62 -55 1 75631 1.83399 

FS i 1.62 -55 1.82941 1.71872 

Wc/Bc( t î ) 1.309 

' Wc/Bciii) 1.399 

dela> cell 

Table 3 shows the results for the proposed 
compensated delay cell wirh a variation of delay value 
over PVT lower than 40%. The variation of the 
propagation delay is explained by the variation of 
current in the SF and FS and also the variation of 
threshold of the inverters used in the delay chain. 

Fifi. 6 Output current of the bandgap used in delay cell 
corner: FF ^ast NMOS fast PMOS) 125°C VCC=2.97V 

V C O N C L U S I O N S 

In this paper was presented a s imple delay cell 
method with good results. This solution can be used 
successfully in applications where is required a lower 
clock skews generation, like balanced clock trees, 
adaptive PLL's, or for a better synchronizat ions of the 
digital blocks. 

Fig.7 Layout view of RC delay cell 
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